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Optimization of a Piezoelectric Mechanical Amplifier
Actuator for Nano-Indentation
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ABSTRACT
In the present investigation, a piezo-stack actuator coupled with a
flexible diamond shaped frame has been investigated for its mech-
anical amplification property. The piezo-stack under electrical excita-
tion produces a longitudinal strain along major diagonal of the
frame which gets amplified due to its diamond shape along the
shorter diagonal. The effect of the thickness of flexural hinges used
in the diamond frame on amplification has been studied with a view
to optimize the stress and displacement. The effectiveness of the
piezoelectric mechanical amplifier actuator as a nano-indenter has
been studied and discussed in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Piezoelectric stacks can generate large displacements or forces [1], static or dynamic [2]
which makes them ideal for driving precision-positioning stages [3] as for AFM, photo-
lithography, robotic manipulators, auto-focusing of optical systems, etc. and for applica-
tion of low precision forces [4] for nano-indentation characterization of thin films and
many other applications. In order to have the speed and high bandwidth of piezo-posi-
tioning stacks high it necessitates to keep the dimensions of the stack small. However,
compact stack-type actuators [5] typically generate displacements of the order of few
microns without any blocking force. To generate force as well as higher displacements
it becomes imperative to use mechanical displacement amplifiers. The technique of flex-
ure hinge is used to amplify the displacement of piezoelectric actuators. Flexure hinges
are advantageous as compared to pivotal hinges as there is no motion involved, hence
no friction, no back lash, self-sealed i.e.free from dirt. As a result, flexure hinges are
compatible with the high resolution and high-speed response of piezoelectric actuators.
Two types of flexure hinges are generally used and these are circular flexure hinges

(Figure 1) and beam flexure (Figure 2) hinges. Circular hinges provide advantage in
force application as they are stiffer as compared to beam flexure, thus fulfilling the
requirement to generate force as well as displacement with amplification. Moreover, cir-
cular hinges are even stiffer in transverse direction thereby keeping the displacement
free from any twists. In addition, their centers act as motionless pivots with minimum
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transverse motion of the point of deflection. For the design of mechanical amplifiers
using flexure hinges it is required to know the dependence of the bending stiffness on
the transverse-longitudinal ratio. From the literature it is difficult to describe the
dependence of the bending compliance of hinges on its thickness as there several
expressions available valid for different ranges of transverse-longitudinal ratio which
yield results with various degrees of error from the values obtained by finite element
analysis. Present study is an attempt to compare some relevant power laws of stiffness-
thickness dependence and to explain some experimental results from the literature.

2. Expression for Bending Compliance

For the flexure hinges finite element analysis and corresponding empirical stress/strain rela-
tionships have been derived by many workers. Smith et al. [6] have derived the following
equation to calculate the bending angular compliance and y- deflection of right circular
hinges, which has low error from FEA results and is valid over a wide range of values of
transverse-longitudinal ratio.

az
Mz

¼ ð3:984Rþ 13:56tÞ
Ebt3

(1)

Over a broad range of values of t
R , 0.2 to 0.65.Here az is the angular deflection and

Mz is the moment of the force applied at one end in the direction perpendicular to the
plane of the hinge. The proportional error of az

Mz
grows about 10% over the range. In

another approximation by Paros and Bord [7], the expression for bending angular com-
pliance is given as

Figure 1. Right circular flexure.

Figure 2. Beam flexure.
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az
Mz

¼ 9pR1=2

2Ebt5=2
(2)

This approximation is valid over a small range of values of t
R from 0.05 to 0.1. In

expressions (1) and (2) E is the Young’s modulus of the material of the hinge, b is hinge
width, R is the radius of curvature, and t is the thickness. Equations (1) and (2) clearly
show that the dependence of the compliances of the hinge on its thickness has widely
varying power exponent. On the other hand the bending compliance for a beam flexure
hinge shows yet another dependence on power of t.

az
Mz

¼ 12L
Et3b

(3)

The y- deflection Dy per unit force applied Fy for right circular hinge is given by

Dy
Fy

¼ R2 az
Mz

(4)

The equation (1) can be expanded to study the dependence of the bending stiffness
and hence that of y- deflection on the thickness of the hinge as follows.

az
Mz

¼ 3:984R
Ebt3

þ 13:56
Ebt2

(5)

and

Dy
Fy

¼ 3:984

Eb t
R

� �3 þ
13:56t

Eb t
R

� �3 (6)

Clearly, two regions are to be distinguished viz. the first term of t3 dependence repre-
senting in small thickness approximation the longitudinal deformation regime and the
second term of t2 dependence representing an increasing linear in thickness contribu-
tion higher stiffness due to shear deformation.
We can observe thickness behavior in the experimentally obtained bending stiffness

{data taken from Ning Xu et al (2017)}[8] shown in Figure 3. It is seen that the data
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Figure 3. Power law of bending stress of a right circular flexure beam {data taken from ning Xu
et al. (2017)}[8].
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fits well with a power exponent of about 2.6, that is between the powers of 2 and three
of the equation (1).

3. Description of a Fabricated Piezo-Amplifier Actuator

The design of an axial piezo-actuator using stacks of piezoelectric elements together with
a diamond shaped mechanical amplifier [9]. The design uses piezoelectric elements along
with metallic electrodes between elements so that when stacked together alternate pair of
elements get connected in parallel. These stacks are pre-stressed in compression so as to
ensure that the stack remains under compression over the complete range of operation of
the actuator. The design of the amplifier is diamond shaped with sides in the form of
cantilevers rather than hinges used in some other designs. These features give the piezo-
actuator a robust structure which can withstand extraneous stresses very well.
The piezo-actuator is based on 14 square plates (elements) of piezoelectric ceramic

material equivalent to PZT-5 having 15mm sides and 1mm thickness. PZT-5 is consid-
ered because of its large d33 (400⤬10�12pC/N) piezoelectric and comparatively low cost.
Tapered aluminum washers of dimensions and shape as shown in the Figure 4 are

machined for used to generate pre stress along the long dimension of the piezo-actu-
ator. The washers when fully in place in the stack could generate a compression of the
stack up to 2mm. The stack in the present case was assembled with the washers par-
tially aligned so as to compress the stack outward longitudinal and the associated lateral
inward displacement by about 0.2mm so that the stack remains under compression for
the complete span of actuation under electrical excitation by ± 0.1mm. A diamond
shaped frame (as shown in Figure 5) having a long axis of 90mm and short axis of
40mm was designed and fabricated on a wire-cut machine. The piezoelectric stacks
were mounted inside it along the long axis with the tapered aluminum pieces so that
the stacks are brought into pre-compression. When an external voltage is applied to the
stacks, they undergo either contraction or expansion depending on the polarity of the
applied voltage.

4. Working Principle

The stacked piezo-element actuators generate moderate displacement with large blocking
force. The displacement generated in a stack due to an applied voltage can be expressed as

Figure 4. Tapered aluminum pieces used for generating pre stress in the piezo-actuator.
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d ¼ nd33V (7)

Where, n is the number of piezoelectric elements in the stack, d33 is the piezoelectric
strain constant and V is the applied voltage.
There are 14 elements in the stack. For an excitation voltage of 900V each piezo-

element would experience a longitudinal displacement of 0.27 lm considering the d33
value of PZT-4 material is approximately 300 pC/N. elements the total longitudinal dis-
placement of the stack corresponding to 45 elements would be 0.27 x 14¼ 3.8 lm.
The angle of the hinge is about 15 degree. The amplification factor for the lateral dis-

placement for this angle would be tan �1ð15Þo ¼ 3:9 for each hinge. For two hinges in
series, it would be half of it.
Total lateral displacement would be ¼ 3.8⤬3.9/2¼ 7.4 lm.
The blocking force corresponding to this displacement of the cantilever can be calcu-

lated from the formula of equation (1) for hinge width of the order of the radius of cir-
cular flexure given as

Dy
Fy

¼ 13:56

Eb t
R

� �2 (8)

R is the radius of the hinge of the diamond shaped frame, t is the thickness of the
frame, b is the width of the frame, E is the Young’s modulus of the diamond shaped
steel frame and F is the force.
Here R¼ 2mm, t¼ 1.5mm, E¼ 2⤬1011N/m2and b¼ 15⤬10�3 m
Corresponding to a displacement of 0.074mm of the cantilever the force can be cal-

culated using (8) as
F¼ 8N

5. Experimental Procedure

The piezoelectric stacks together with the aluminum washers and the diamond shaped
frame were assembled as shown in the Figure 6. The assembled actuator was fixed with
one of the square holders in the middle of the cantilever in a vise. The displacement of
the piezo-actuator at the other holder was measured using a micro-dial gauge of reso-
lution 1 lm, fixed in a clamp stand.

Figure 5. A schematic of the diamond shaped frame with long axis of 90mm and short axis 40mm.
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The displacement of the piezo-actuator subjected to a high voltage using a power
supply was measured using a micro-dial gauge. The variation of lateral deformation of
the actuator with excitation voltage is shown in Figure 7 which the authors have
reported in a previous publication [4]. The performance of the actuator agrees with the
computed displacement. Further, the displacement of a few microns along with a the
blocking force of few newton can be achieved using the actuator which is seen sufficient
for nano-indentation of thin films as reported by Huang et al. (2012) [10]. Piezo-actua-
tors provide a means of applying force for precision measurement of nano-indentation
with high resolution in a controlled repeatable manner.

6. Concluding Remarks

The performance of a designed and fabricated piezo-actuator amplifier using a diamond
shaped frame having circular flexure hinges has been studied. The dependence of bend-
ing stiffness of right circular flexure hinge on its minimum thickness has been studied

Figure 6. The designed diamond shaped piezo-electric actuator with stacks of piezoelectric elements
and the aluminum pieces.
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Figure 7. The plot of excitation voltage vs lateral deformation.
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based on its expressions obtained by various workers. An effective expression corre-
sponding to the experimental data from the literature has been discussed and used to
design an actuator suitable for application in nano-indentation of materials.
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